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APPROACH STATUS:
STRESS AND EFFICIENCY STUDIES IN EF_ I STRESS ANALYSIS SHOWS POTENTIAL FOR
REDUCIX_GSHEETSTRESSAT LOWERGRO_H
SPEEDS _2 CI¢/RIN FOR EFG)EXISTS:
- WHEN SHEET EDGES ARE COOLER THAN
CONIRACIOI CENTERLINE,
MOBIL SOLAR ENERGY CORPORATIONs
CONTRA_T NUMp[R 9563]2 - REDUCTIONS SENSITIVE TO CREEP
' GOALS BELOW 1200°C,
; • TO DEFINE MINIMUM STRESS CONFIGURA- O QUANTITATIVE RELATIONSHIPS ESTABLISHED
TION FOR SILICON SHEET GROWTH, BETWEEN L AND Nd FOR FZ SILICON
• TO Gti_'TIFY DISLOCATION ELECTRICAL STRESSED ABOVE 900°C: i !'
ACTIVITY _ND LIMITS ON CELL L ~ Ne"1/4, I
EFFICIENCY, - POINTDEFECT CONTRIBUTIONS TO "
DEGRADATION DEFINED, _ "
• TO STUDY BULK LIFETIME DEGRADATION _
DUE TO INCREASE iN DOPING LEVELS, • DOPANTS IN EF6MATERIAL SHOWN TO _ ..t
> INFLUENCE DISLOCATION ACTIVITY, POINT ,_
DEFECT RECOMBINATION,
Topics of Presentation
_ e BRIEF SUMMARY OF WORK 1982-86,








! Stress Studies, 1982-1986: Accomplishments
i:i
_' • DEVELOPEDFINITE ELEMENTANALYSIS FORCALCULATING RESIDUAL
'; STRESSWITH PLASTIC DEFORMATIONIN HIGH SPEEDSHEET GROWTH
" (WITH PROF. J. HUTCHINSON, HARVARDU.).
e VERIFIED QUANTITATIVE FINITE ELEMENTMODELFOR EFG CONTROL
t
,, VARIABLE RELATIONSHIPS/TEMPERATUREPROFILE CALCULATIONS
'_ (WITH PROF. R.A, BROWN,MIT).|
:1 I
• DEVELOPEDRESIDUALSTRESSMEASUREMENTTECHNIQUE FOR EFG i
i MATERIAL USING SHADOW_OIRE INTERFEROHETRY
ii (WITH PROF. S. DANYLUK,O. OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO).
• TRANSIENT C_EEP INVESTIGATED IN SI_ICO_ FOR 800-1q00°CIN ':
STRAIN (10 -_) AN_ STRAIN RATE (10 TM S"_) REGIMESOF j ia
SHEET GROWTH. _ !
Defect Electrical Activity Studies, 1984-1986:
Accomplishments ,P
• DEVELOPEDQUANTITATIVE MINORITY CARRIER DIFFUSION LENGTH fL
. MEASUREMENTSFOR DISLOCATED_ INHOHOGENEOUSMA__?VAL
USING EBIC.
• OBTAINED QUANTITATIVE DATA ON DOPANT(_, GA) INFLUENCE ON
DEFECTDENSITIES AND ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY IN EFGMATERIAL. i
Dislocation Electrical Activity
• L vs. Nd RELATIONSHIPSESTABLISHEDFOR FZ SILICON STRESSED
IN TEMPERATURERANGE900-1q00°C
- _ICRODEFECTRECOMBINATIONLIMITS IN
Nd _ 10_ cM"2 REGIONS.
- DISLOCATION EFFECTSGIVE L ~ Na-1/q ABOVE
Nd THRESHOLDTHAT DEPENDSON RICRODEFECT
RECOHBINATIONLEVEL.
i I CONTRASTTO AS-GROWNDISLOCATION ACTIVITY FOR WHICH




_ Diffusion Length Dependence on Heat Treatment and
_' Dislocation Density .
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EBIC Line Scans of Dislocations in High and Low Resistivity
::- EFG Silicon Ribbon .
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DislocationVersus Point Defect Limitations on Lifetime
e RESULTS SUGGESTELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF GROWN-IN tDISLOCATIONS DIFFERS FROMCREEP-RELATED
DISLOCATIONS,
A
e L ~ Nd-1/_ ('C~ Na'I/2; DEPENDENCEMAYBERELATE_
TO DISLOCATION _DEBRIS# OR TOTAL AREA SWEPT OUT
;Y DISLOCATIONS_ REQUI_ES POINT DEFECT-DISLOCATION
/ INTERACTION DYNAHICS TO BE INCLUDED,
-'"_"" t L IS NOT EQUALTO MEAIqDISLOCATION SEPARATION
.-:* Z = Nd'1/2 FOR ANY SITUATION_ INDICA_ ING ONLY
",.. SMALL FRACTION OF CORE SITES ARE _CTIVE,
I_ ,_ # , .
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ADVANCED SILICON SHEET
• Future Directions for Electrical Activity Studies
! DEVELOPMENT OF PASSIVATION SCHEMES FOR DEFECTS AND
" PROCESSING/PASSIVATION OPTIMIZATION CRUCIAL TO
VIABILITY OF CURRENT SHEET MATERIAL FOR LOW-COST
PHOTOVOLIAIC INDUSTRY,
i







- FUNDAMENTAL NEED IS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF MODELS FOR
AND IDENTIFICATION OF RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS OF
POINT DEFECTS AND DISLOCATIONS TO LIFETIME
: LIMiTATIONS_ PARTICULARLY IN LOW RESISTIVITY SILICON, '
f
• I FINITE ELEMENTMODELINGOF EFFECTS OF TRANSVERSE ISOTHERM
NONUNIFORMITYbd STRESS
- P, MATAGA_J, HUTCHINSON (HARVARDU,),
l STRESS REDISTRIBUTION IN FINITE SIZE BLANKS
- L,BUCCIARELLI(M T). I
O STRESS RELAXATION MEASUREMENT IN SILICON BETWEEN
800°C AND 1200°C
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Transverse Isotherm Effects: Conclusions
O NONUNIFORMITYLEADS TO HIGHER MAXIMUMSTRESS IN THE SHEET :
- INCREASESTENDENCYFOR BUCKLING,
- INCREASESDEFECT DENSITY,
- ONLY EDGE COOLINGREDUCESRESIDUAL STRESS,
0 SIGNIFICANT COMPENSATIONFOR HIGH AXIAL TEMPERATUREPROFILE i
NONUNIFORMITYCANNOTBE PRODUCEDFOR MODERATE(lOO-3OO°C) i
EDGE COOLING,
4
0 RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION IS FUND_ENTALLY ALTERED
- POSSIBLE THERE ARE TEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTIONS WHICH
REDUCESTRESS TO ZERO,
/
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i Residual Stress Distribution in Semi-Infinite Ribbon
AI,
_ Note y-O. is ribbon center Une
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Stress Component Variation with "x" at y = 0.0
Note: Half length of r/bbon L • 4=(the halt width)
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:! Stress Redistribution in Finite Size Blanks: Summary ,,
"_- I METHODFOP.CALCULATINGSHEARFLOWDEVELOPED
CAN BE OBTAINED FOR ANY SIZE BLANK, "_
_k
CAN BE RELATEDTO GROHN-IN THERt4OELASTICSTRESS IN
:; SERf-INFINITE SHEET,
" " II SIGNIFICANT STRESS REDISTRIBUTION AT BLANK END PRODUCES
LARGETENSILE NON-ZEROOyy COMPONENT, -',"
,i
Stress Relaxation Measurements in Silicon (800°C - 1200°C)
iI
I PREVIOUS CREEP MEASUREHENTSOBTAIN 1
a_
_"'_• 0 CONSTANT
CONSTITUTIVE LAW: _ ",- F(T) ON
I RELAXATIONREASUREHENTSWILL OBTAIN
ao
aT • E CONSTANT
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